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The problem. To investigate and create several
\o1Ood and metal pieces, and show that these combin9.tions
are a personal statement of the artist.
Procedure. The procedural set-up for this project
was to (1) Investigate the following metals--sterling
silver, brass, steel, and woods--basswood, rosewood, wal
nut, and zebrawood.
(2) Show aesthetic affiliation between
the materials.
(3) Create various jewelry, and related
objects--belt buckle, match box, humidor, necklace, chess
set and chess b09.rd, and (4) Elvaluate aesthetic'3.11y and
technically.
Findings. In my findings I discovered the following
qualities of metal and wood. Of the metals I used, I found
silver to be the easiest to form and shaoe. Both brass and
steel 9.re very durable and show ~ood strength, but brass
showed si~ns of cracking during for~ing.
E'3.ch of the woods used were enjoyable with which to
work. Basswood is a very soft wood and thus it was the
easiest to work usin~ hand tools. Walnut and zebrawood are
also very work~ble 9.8 they do not split regdily. For
strength in the woods, walnut and rosewood would head that
list. I feel both the metals and the woods have their own
qualities of color variations, which I kept in mind through
out the projects.
One of my main concerns in working with each project
was to find a way to f9.sten the metal and wood to:~ether. I
found th~t for my purposes the bezel and supporting pins were
the most s~ti2factory.
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GHAPTgR 1
THE PROBLEM
Before there is a problem, there must first of all be

a need.
~nd

Today, in a contemporary world, there are varieties

combinations of materials.

Craftsmen need to

reco~nize

thp- creative potential of materials like wood, silver, bronze,
brass, pewter, ir:::m, stainless steel, plastic, leather, and

common atonea.

These materials typify this age of technology

in which we live.

The contemporary designer-craftsmen are

freer, and les8 easy to categorize.

Since they are trying

to express something that comes from Within; a personal
statement.
The purpose of this study then is to investigate and
create several wood and metal pieces.

The importance of

this study is to attempt to show that the combinations of
woods and metals are a megns for expanding the personal

stgtements of the artist.
The procedural set-op for this project is to:
(1)

investig<lte v'lrious met'11s and woods; (2)

shO\-1

aesthetic

'1ffili'ltion betvJ'een the mgterials; (3) cregte in various
metals and
'lnd

w~ods

contemporary jewelry and related objectB:

Uj.) eV'11uate the desi8ns both aestheticall:ST and

technically.
1

CHAPTE:R 2
INVESTIGATION OF' THE HAT:£RIALS
STERLING SILVER

Sterling silver is a beautirul, shiny, precious,
white metal.

Silver has been

kno~}

as a metal since very

ancient times; it "ns also mentioned in the books of the
3gyptian King

~enes,

about 3600 B.C.

Two finishes can be

developed on silver, a bright shine or a mat finish.
lecause pure silver is extremely soft, it is usually alloyed
(4ith other metals for strength and durabili ty.

The most

common alloying metal is copper, which imparts hardness and
strength without appreciably changing silver's desirable
lowers its melting point from
a
1
1760 o P. for fine silver ~~d 16~1 P. for sterling.
Sterling
ch~racteristics.

This

~lso

slIver which is 92.5 percent silver and 7.S percent copper
is perhaps the best known silver-copper

?

alloy.~

This metal can be formed and shaped easily (very
malleable); it is also suited to cnaslng, etching and other
I

•

lPhilip Morton, Contemporar~ Jewelry (New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Hinston, Ire., 19 7 0), D. 2°3.
2Robert Von Neumann, The DesipD and Cre~tlon of
Jewelry (Philadelphia and New ~ork: Chilton Books, 1961),

p. LJ,.

2

3
surface decorations.

In the projects, the silver is combined

with the various woods showing the contrast of the bright,
shiny qualities of this metal a.nd the soft grain qualities
of the IN"ood.
BRASS

Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc.

One of the

most widely used brasses is yellow brass, with a nominal
com posi ti on of

65 perc en t c opper and 35 percen t zinc. 1 Bras s

has a color almost identical to gold, wbich gives it a rich
aopearance.

As with many other metals, brass can be fin

ished to a dull mat or bright shine.
r~n~e

Because of its wide

of melting points, brass is very good for casting.

8rasses melting points range from 930 0p • to 207'op. with
a ?
standard brass around 1800 F.- It is poor for forging,
because of its bardness; it cracks durinQ tbis process.

However, it d08s have many assets such as higbly ductile,
strength, durability, and resistance to corrosion.

STEEL
Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon.

It is

'1

very 8tronp metal that is easily bent and shaped, but
retains its strength.

Steel is either

lRabert E. Jensen, "Brass,
national, 1967, III, 223.
2",
l,.euman, 1 oc.

Cl.

t •

II

bluish-~ray

or

:E:ncyclo;:;ndia Inter

••••••••••••••••

t~I~,·····················
li~~~
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I'• • •1
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silver-gray in color.

After a period of weathering, steel

w:i 11 take on a rustle appearance.

Through a heat treatment,

using a torch, steel would go through slight color changes
corresponding to the movement of the torch, and the range
of temperatures used in heating.

It is easily worked but

requires slightly higher temperatures for forging.
There are two kinds of steel:
alloy steel.

carbon steel and

In my projects I have used a low-carbon steel.

Steel is graded by its percentage of carbon.

Low-carbon

steel contains about .05 to .30 percent carbon.

1

The melt

:=>

ing point of steel is very high 25000F.~
The technical problems with
jewelry metal are minor.

usin~

steel as a

The main problem being that it

cannot be soldered in a delicate manner.

If

stron~er

joints are needed the artist should use brazing or welding
techniques.

Aesthetically, I feel that steel combines well

with many different materials; it provides a stimulating
contrast against the precious metals.
i400D

No other natural material has proven it2elf so
versatile, essential, and challenging as wood.

lOswald iL Ludwig and \riillard .T. McCqrthy, !"Jetal
work Teehnolo.£:!,yand Practice (Bloomington, Ill. = NcKnL;(ht
and McKnight, 1969). p. 142.
')

L1bid., p. 161.

Basswood--(Linden Dr Lime)
"When the lime tree is grown in gardens it is
often called the 'linden tree,' from its old

Germ~n

of linde which has survived from Anglo-Saxon days.

name
In

forests and timberyards, however it is usually called
wCiod,' a name deri ved from i ts
tough inner bark or bas t. ,,1

remark~bly

'b~ss-

thick and very

'rhe floftest '3nd lightest hard

wood in commercial use, it is of fine, even texture with
straight grain.
usin~

Basswood is especially easy to work with

hand tools.

It is highly resistant to shrinkage and

warpage which makes it
carvers.

&~

excellent wood for sculptors and

Being a pale yellowish-brown color, basswood takes

stains well but it is not naturally durable and should not
be used out-of-doors.
Rosewood--8razilian
"T1113 beautiful and costly wood, also called

Hosewood,'

'Rio

'Bahia Rosewood,' and 'Palisanaar' is cut from a

slender tree that p'rows in eastern Brazil."
from Ceylon, India, and Central America.
tbis wood are many:
and hardness, and

2

It also comes

The properties of

exceptional weight, smoothness, strength

captlvatin~

appearance.

The color is a

1 Ed 1 in L. Ii e r b e r t, .;.:IrJ~h:..:,'1::...:t~~~\~rJ~:;;;..~o:;::-:::.d-:;-7I-=s~rr~b:..:, ~t~?_.;;..A~j'!.;,;;la~n-v:u~aF:-1T-'o.=-::o.:.:-f
Wood Identification (New York: A Studio Book. The Viking
3.:::,.

Press, 19b')) , p. 126.

2 Ibid .,

p.

32.
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reddish-brown with v~rious shades of dark brown and conspicu
ous black streaks.

Rosewood has a very pleasant odor.

This

is because of the fragrant oil that pervades with the delicate

scent of the rose blossoms.

th~t

It is unfortunate

scarcity

and cost have limited the regular use of rosewood today.

1,\lalnut, Black American
Black walnut is one of the best known, largest, and
moat valuable Dative hardwoods.

"Black walnut is classified

as a heavy wood, averaging 38 pounds per cubic foot.

The

wood is hard, with a specific gravity of 0.51, is strong
aDd stiff, and has good shock resistance."

I

It has excellent physical properties, fine to coarse
texture, open grain, great strength, toughness, and elastic
ity.

The wood of black walnut is

be~utifully

figured, with

stripes and sQmetimes with wavy or curly grain.

Its

lustrous surfqce color is from dqrk brown to blqck.
rich color is enhanced by its ability to take

polish.
not solit

~

This

beautiful

It is 8'1811y worked with h'.lndtoals since it does
re~aily.

The early colonists who needed strength

~nd

stabil

ity in th.3ir furniture 'ina gun-stocks ap reci9.ted the
abilities of the American t'lfalnut.
soc i e t y, wDod.

not

l' q
~.-

9.

N01'!

in our contemporary

fashionable medium in which to work.

lUnited States DeD"lrtment "Of.of Arriculture, Aariculture Handbook 101. October, 19So. p. Lt.
J.

7
However, wood providessm infinite potential--constantly
changing and maturing.

Zebrawood
This very exciting wood should be known at once
by its bri gh t yellow-gold bands al tern'! ting \",1 th

narrat~

streaks of dark brown to blackish strips, thus giving the
appearance of a zebra.

"Z e brawood p.:roVls in Cameroun and

neighboring states of ltJest Africa, on and around the
equator."l

t1'l'here is variability in its density, but

mostly hard, heavy,

~d

strong; weight 47 to 63 Ibs. per

cu. ft., texture fine to rather coarse, grain straight to

irregular; easy to work, finishing very smoothly.n2
Because of its luminous coloration, zebrawDod presents a
challenge far the artist, as it must be used in an innova
ti VB \'\fay.

IHerbert,
2~
IT' .
,'::J axn Ll e

Ope

cit., p. 161.

car u~1 and Robert W. Hess, Timbers of
the New World {New Haven: '{ale University Press, IGtj,JJ,
op. 2).1-2-243.
'C'

r~ 8
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SURVEY OI" PROJECTS

BELT BUCKLE
The materials ror the belt buckle were bpass and
walnut; the motif--an eagle 1 s head.

(See Figure

1)

Brass

and American walnut complement each other, giving a
definite dark-light variation.

Since the design for the

buckle is somewhat complex brass proved very satisfactory
because of its strength.
In comparing brass a.nd silver, brass proved more
difficult to cut and also more resistant to forming.
The saw-pierced design was soldered to a brass

b'lnd which was textured wi th a center punch.
oxidized, giving it a

aar~

'The piece was

effect in each of these dotted

This same process was also used in the background

valleys.

of the smaller motifs.

(See Figure 2)

Arter sweat soldering an oval piece of brass to the
smaller

desi~ns

a problem was encountered on how to fasten

these pieces to the leather belt.

After experirrentatioD,

two copper rivets were soldered to the back of each piece
which

',.,rag

in turn f'3.stened to the belt after ounchi!H! holes

in the lr";'lther.

8

~------------------~
9

Figure I
Belt Buckle, Constructed of Walnut
Surrounded by Brass

"'1~,,"lIt. • •- - - - - - - - - - - -• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

.._--10

Figure 2
Smaller Motif of Main Buckle in Brass Used
on Each Side of Belt

~• •- - - - - - -• • • • •lfi.li• • • • • •I. • • • • • • • • •
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The main buckle was attached to the belt by forming
a heavy brass rod into a long extended U-shape onto whicb
th e belt was

1'9.8 tened.

lmother rod, s baped into a C,

~vas

used to hook: into the holes.
Tbe walnut, which was inserted into the oval piece
of brass, was finished by sanding and applying five coats
of Deft, steel wooling between eacb coat.
The end result was satisfactory except that the
buckle was too thick, extending too far from the body.

A

thinner walnut piece could have been used but then the

buckle would be weakened.
11ATCH BOX

Silver and basswood were used in the construction
of the match box.
ware soldered
e~ch side to

(See Figure 3)

to~ether

The 20 gao silver sides

along with an

sq. wire bezel around

bold the inserts of chip carved basswood.

Silver was chosen in part because it is a bright white metal
:md '\..1111 complement the ebony-st'::dned wood.
p'ltt<?rn

W'lS

cut from .9acn panel, basswood

Since a complex

W'lS

chosen 'hec'liJse

of its soft quality.

'lr::Hmd EH.cll paJlel but this l'ld{sd the correct effect for

., ~

1,..rOle!

I

,,1'13

in to pl9.ce.

'- 'vI'n"
Svrl
'c"

Therefore, e'lch surfac":

hT'lS

epoxyed

12

The inside of the box was ?iven a dull mat shine
usin~

steel wool to accomplish this.

A small base was

secured on the underneath of the box, again using #8 sq.
wire.

Since the inside of the base could not be polished,

it was oxidized.

Pinally, a piece of black sandpaper was

glued inside the base for striking matches.

Rubber cement

was used making replacement easier.
Chip carving is a type of incised carving, with the
incisions grouped to form geometric patterns.

The triangle

is the base for most designs.
Chip carving was introduced to America by early
settlers from northern Europe. Although no one
person can be justly credited with the introduc
tion of this fo~m of carving to our country,
Gustaf Larrson is responsible for much of its
popularity between 1890-1910 when he revived
this work throuQh the Sloyd Schools which he
. t rOQuce
'
d h.sre.-1
ln
Very sharp tools are needed for chip carving.
chisel being one of the most basic.

The skew

The single edge razor

blade proved to be an easier tool with which to effect the
small intricate patterns which were cut before fitting into
the sides of the box.
FHJl'lIDOR

The main structure of the hexaeonal humidor was
m~de of steel with a walnut liner.
saw

Each steel side, after

A tonAther
.
.
wa S braz8
pIerCIng
"
U
co'"
i.

1,Victor J.

(Milwaukee:

',See Figure

II)

,4"

J

.

t'

~lankin, ~1odernlstlc

r'th'll'

ucJl

The Bruce PublishinQ Co., 1 0 53

l

/....

,.

vc9.rvID[!
, p. 11 .

Figure

3

Match Box, Sterling Silver with Chip Carved
BasswDod Inserts in Sides

b

_

~--------------._._----•••....
Steel is a very hard metal and was extremely
d i ffic ul t to cut wi th a jewelers

8

aw even when heavier

blades were used.
E9Ch side of the liner needed to be cut at a 33
degree angle.

First, nails were used to hold them together

but the nail holes showed even after filling so that this
liner was discarded.

For the next liner, glue was used which

produced a better result.
During the brazing of the steel the sides were held
t02'e th er wi th C 01 amps.

The lid was made of ~" steel stri ps

acting as a base and then five triangUlar pieces of steel
were brazed to the base rising up to a point.

Keeping the

pieces together during this process was a problem.

Steel

rod used underneath and masking tape in some spots worked
quite well; the tape just burned away.
~"

The bottom bas a

base that was also brazed.
The walnut was finished with five coats of Deft

with stnel wooling between coats.

The inside of the liner

was left untouched so that the finishing product would not
contaminate any tobacco stored in the humidor.
The aesthetic qualities of the piece were pleasing

because the blac'!{ness of the steel complements the i201d
color of the brazing rod and the soft quality of the
walnut.

(See FilZure S)
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Figure

4
or

Humidor, Constructed
Wqlnut for the
Liner and Steel for the Frame

16

Figure')
Humidor with Liner Inserted

.......0 .·

_
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NECJU"ACE

The idea for the necklace came after finishing two
other projects:

the humidor and the chess set.

As for

materials, I liked the black color of steel with its heavy
':lppearance and silver with its brightness which offered a
distinctive contrast.

With this project it is evident that

these two metals can be a dominant design feature.

(See

I"igure 6)
Steel is seldom used as a jewelry material, mainly
because it does not solder well.

It is hard to manipulate

and is difficl)lt to anneal after work hardening.

Since the

early 1970's some contemporary artists have been using iron
in various techniques such as forging and casting in order
to expand their list of materials.
The basic motif of the necklace was simply the
combination of four C shapes soldered together twice at the
curved p art of the C.
of opened

CiS

After sold ering, there was the effec t

pointing in four directions.

Each shape was

made from a -b4" x 2" piece of steel formed around a rod.
Soldering proved to be no problem, because silver solder
and silver

brazin~

flux were used.

In order to stress variety in the necklace, small
circular motifs, some being bands, rosewood and silver
discs, were soldered inside the steel C's.

-------IIlllIS.·
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Pi ~wre 6

Necklace Constructed of Steel, Sterling
Silver, and Rosewood

'• •_ _
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There were a total of seven motifs fastened
to~ethBr

follows:

with jump rings.

The grouping of these was as

three at the top, then two, then one and one.

This effect worked well in conforming to the chest of the
wearer.

One problem encountered with the necklace was that

the top three motifs continued to fall together rather than
stay separated.

The solution was to drill holes in the top

C of each motif design, and for addi.tional separation silver

tubing was added on the wire.

The silver wire was then

formed into a choker.
Aesthetically the necklace was a complete success,
owing to the blackness of the steel, the brightness of the
silver, and the rosewood as a neutral accent.

CHESS SET
What an undertaking!

In designing tbe set I had

to think about designing each chess piece separately as
well as the chess board.
The chess board is somewhat unusual in design,
be:!XH;1 made from walnut, rosewood, and zebrawood.

The base

d
l' rom ),~ Il' wa lnut
of the boar d' was mae

c.orrect

I

.
d d
SIze
neB"e,

f'
~or

••

+-he
boa··r·d
(lilt
x 23 H
u
'
~

laminated together.

),

rp"v

0.,.,

At

--

th
.. A

-

twe pieces were

The playinrr surface was raised from

nr'~
l.~'.·_th.. valle,Ys
between the
t:h
".e 1Jase bo' c
,,'(J'II.
•

much like flat topped pyramids.

p1ayin~

(See ?iQ'ure 7)

squares,

20

The pla.ying surfaces ,..rere ma.de from ~" rosewood,
~" zebrawood with a 3/1+" walnut base underneath.

First,

rosewood and zebrawood were la.minated on top of the walnut,
then each board piece was cut out on a. table saw.

After

the sixty-four pieces were hand sanded, they were finally
glued to the base board.

In gluing these pieces the direc

tion of the grain was alternated, so that the rosewood
f1rain would be f!oing in the same direction and the zebra
wood in another.
The tops of the playing surface measured about
sq.

1:~411

I'he playing surface pieces were .centered on the base

board leaving an extra area of about
bO'lrd.

5" on each end

of the

This area was used for storing the chess pieces.

Since the basic shape of each chess piece is tubular,

7/16" walnut d oHel rod s

~Il

long were turned on a lathe.

These, then, were spaced evenly in two rows of eight.
'T'hey

were sanded and glued into a pre-drilled hole in tbe

bas e b 0

9. rd

.

The finishing of the board was done with

three

coats of Deft with steel wooling between each coat.
TfLB:

C1"IE~SS

PI'SCES

r contrast, one set was made in sterling silver
aDd rosewood,

(see F'igure 8) with the other in br'lss and

zebrawood (see Figure 9).
d8si~n

Each piece turned out to be a

problem in itself (see Figure 10).

The basic shape

21

Figure 7
Chess Bo~rd, W~lnut, Rosewood, and Zebrawood

22

is the cylindrical Dr tubular, with each piece growing,
farminrr, '3xpanding from this shape.

The problems encountered

with each piece will be explained on the following pages.
Since so many sheets of metal would be formed into tubing
some type of form was needed to work

7/16" 3teel rod

W9,S

around~

therefore a

turned on a l'ithe to serve this purpose.

rrhe pa'L'\IrJ measured

3/!.~!l

each in silver and in brass.
had three rosewood pieces

- 7/16 H across; one set

In the silver set, each pawn

that were pinned to the tubing

with two pins on each piece.

The wooden pieces were a basic

circular shape with the outward side of the piece cut in a
concave pattern.

The pawns had three wooden pieces evenly

spaced around the tUbing, by using two silver pins for each
wooden piece.

Hand sanding, a sinf!le coat of Deft, and

buffing finished the pat..m.
The brass pawn was basically the same with only a
f~w

chan28s.

8h~pe

le~ving

The zebrawood pieces were left in a
the Dutside convex.

wi th pins (brass), and were ?!,iven

circul~r

They were also attached
'3.

coat of Deft 'lna buffed.

ng the pawns h',FJ to be the most borinr;t pllrt of the
whole process because of the repetition involved.

Castle

silver, each castle had three rosewood pieces attached to
"
the top of the silver t Ub lng.

These

pieces were only ~"

23

Fi~ure

8

Sterling Silver Chess Pieces with Rosewood

l'&,SI
..•- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~-{:;~"

_

r-"
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F'iQure 9
3r~ss

Chess Pieces with Zebrawood

25

Figure 10
Complete CheBs Set. Chess Bo~rd, Walnut, Rosewood,
and Zebrawaod. Sterling Silver Chess Pieces with
Rosewood. Br~8s Chess Pieces with Zebrawood

26
hiflh, and of the same concave pattern as used on the pawn.
Silver pins were used to secure each rosewood piece, being
spaced evenly around the tUbing.

Directly underneath

these rosewood pieces was soldered a bmm. piece of sterling
silver tubing.
'Phe brass castle is basically the same with only a
few minor ch3.nges.

Zebrawood pieces were also J'4" higb and

convex in shape and were attached to the main tube with
Below the zebrai,,"ood pieces a 3/8" brass rod

brass pins.

was soldered to the main tube instead of tubing.

Since

small brass tubing is difficul t to purchase and almost
impossible to make,

the contrast between rod and tube

would be very Q'ood from one set to another.

All wDoden

pieces on both sets were finished with a coat of Deft.
r~niGlht

he main tubing size for the knight measured 7/16"
3/~!l

across and
hO
t ,,18

ain

high.

Soldered and spaced out evenly to
three bmm.

tU'Ol'na
co wo~e
v~

rn",,~.,

pieces.

sterlin~_.

silver tubing_

Att'lched to tbe inside of the main t!Jbing and

extending up was a rosewood dowel rod (all of the dowel
~ th.r_OI)~h
the chess set had to be turned an a
d use".
ro.S
.
1
~q

th)
. ,8.

P,-rotrudl'nq
_
-. outward from the side of this dOHel were

.1

six sterling

s~~ver

wi re .
pins m3JJJ e f'.
 rom,.j tf-l!+'
0

T'h e y 1..rere

sO'3.ced evenlv on the rose\-lood and were in line with the
t

t.

three 6mm. tubes.
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4 e t Ub'lng, an d
was th~t br~ss rods were used instead of t u.

zebr~wood

dowel rods instead of rosewood.

Bishop
The msin tubJ.niZ si ze for the bishop was 7/16"
across, 3/1./.

11

high.

As with the kniQ'ht, attached to the

main body, soldered and spaced out evenly werB three pieces
of tUbing.

Extendin~

from the top of the main tubing is a

(roset,moc]) rising up ~1I.

dOI'Jel rod

A hole was drilled in

the middle of the dowel rod and a silver pin with a silver
band soldered to the pin was inserted in the hole.

The

brass bishop was the same except that a brass rod was used
instead of 6mm. tubing and zebrawood replaced the rosewDod.
~Lleen

The main silver tubing me9.sured III high and 7/16"
across.

This piece also had three 6mm. tubing which were

soldered to the sides of the main tube.
the top

Df

the main tube was a

rOB SWDoa

Extending out of
dowel rod.

F'rom

this extends a silver pin which was soldered to a silver
band; the same size used on the bishop.

On top of this

band was soldered five pieces of tubing, three different
s1zes

tubing being used.

The only difference in the

brass queen is the brass rods again were used instead of
'b()rl
T
tUJIDrz
on tt-.ue malD
U~:J'
b'

it.no,
.

inste'1n of lJsin :1.. tubing on
l

the top opened band, five pieces of brass rod were used,
Also, zebrawood replaced the rosewood.

b

•
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":'be main body measured 7/16" across and 1-1/8"
high.

Three tuhing pieces were soldered to the main body.

ArJund the top of the main body and extending outward from
it, tubing pieces were spaced evenly ~~d soldered.

Extend

ing up from the main body, again was a rosewood dowel rod.
From that rod a silver pin extends which was soldered to a
band.

Outward from the top of the band are five silver

pins with small jump rings soldered to them.

The differ

ences between the silver king and brass king are the follow
ing:

instead of having six tubular pieces around the top

of the main tube, brass pins were used.

Zebrawood again

repl'3.ces rosewood and a 1/16" thick piece of brass rod was
8~ldered

to the top pins instead of Jump rings.

Cha.pter

4

CONCLUSION
'n1e ma.jor considera.tion in combining wood a.nd

metal is technical problems in design.

Such problems are:

(1) What are the aesthetic qualities of wood and metal,

(2) What are the functional qualities, (3) Discovering the
pecLJliarities of materials, (4) Discovering the right way of
employing tools,

(6) How will it

(5) How will it be put together or attached,
b~lance,

and (7)

wnat

should be used for a

finish?
111]00d

3.nd metal can successfully be combined if the

physical characteristics of these
cons i d era t:i on.

m~terials

88eh kind of wood and

succe8sful working.

are taken into

metal impos BS its own

Since these conditions often vary from

one Diece of work to another, it was then important for me
to find all I could about form, materials, and techniques
be fore I ben' an •

A

qre~t

deal of thought had to be Qiven to the

. "
of wood and metal wi th each piece
JOinIng
executed with this fact in mind.

cesi~ned md

I found for my purposes

that the bezel and supporting pins were the most satisfactory
and impressive methods of combining these products.

On all

115--------------------
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of the wooded parts of the necklace and chess pleces I
used supporting pins.

Tbe bezel process was applied in

a simple manner on the match box and belt buckle but, in
my opinion, less successfully.

1'Jhile not all of the

projects were satisfying to me, I felt that the means of
,joining my materials deserved much thought and planning.
Throughout the paper and the projects I feel that
I bave developed some capacity for aesthetic creation and
also individual growth.

Thus this knowledge as well as

be in c! abl e to c ha 11eni<e my own work has made this creati va
project a complete success.
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